A whole house leak detector story
What does it do?
It will detect a leak and turn the water off to your home,
business and apartment.
How much is it?
Installation fee $125.00

Monthly fee $35.00/month plus tax; this includes two
sensors. Each additional sensor is $5/month plus tax (1)
What maintenance is necessary?
None for you. For our company: (included in the
monthly rental fee) we will visit your home or facility
once a year and change all the batteries and cycle the
‘turn off valve (connected to the main line of your home,
apartment or business’). Every five years we will replace
the turn off valve.
Why should I rent this equipment from Boyett’s Family?
For 50 years we have prepared ourselves to keep track of
appliances that make your life better. Our facilities,
computer system, fleet of vehicles have been designed to
provide the best service in the world for equipment that
you rent from my family. Our staff will provide you the
best customer service in the world.

How do I enroll?
Call us (480) 969-7251
E mail us: hayden@azh2o.com
We are pleased to present to you a solution to detect
leaks and floods and stop them in your home or business.
This product is manufactured in Israel.
We really like the people who are involved in distributing
this product to us. Our main contact is named Dan. Dan
rents a water softener and +Mg from my family. I keep
learning that our customers help us develop the best
water solutions. Here are several examples of our
customers helping us create new products and services:
alkalinity Reverse osmosis system was designed because
of a client suggestion ‘she wanted a higher Ph water – we
listened’; the +Mg+pH+h2o+ro ‘she wanted water that
has extra Mg – we listened’; the Boyett’s Family resin
screen ‘he said what are you doing about solving this
serious problem – we listened’. We are so grateful that
our clients spoke. I am so glad my staff took action.

Our new leak concept has been developed because Dan
brought this idea to us. We have been waiting for the
right product to share with you.
Our history with leak detection goes back to 2006 when
we began installing leak controllers on all of our RO unit.
If you rent a reverse osmosis unit from Boyett’s; your
unit has a leak controller. They work great.
The reverse osmosis leak control devices have been very
helpful to us. They have detected many different types
of leaks under the sink (the garbage disposal, leaking
faucets; leaking drain pipes).

We want to prevent this happening to you (a flooded
house, business or apartment building).
Over the last 50 years we have heard many stories of
homes and businesses being flooded and much money
being lost and wasted. With our leak and flood stop
equipment – we plan to protect you from this
inconvenience and loss.
When introducing new products it is our desire to share
with you all the facts and important information.

Triple+ CLM is the ultimate, cloud-based, mobile devicemanaged, IoT - compatible, fully certified and most
affordable system in the world with regards to the
prevention of Water and Gas leak damage. Water and
Gas leakage in buildings stems from wear and tear,

frozen pipes, overflow and careless administration.
Billions are spent annually in fixing plumbing leakage
damages, not to mention the wastage of Water and Gas
and the physical injury.
Insurance companies carry a huge financial burden
resulting from the repair and renovation of damaged
property. This in turn pushes consumer premiums even
higher. As a result, the market demand for "smart grid"
solutions — monitoring, detecting and reducing leakages
— is inevitably growing.
Triple+ CLM line of products includes innovative battery
operated and wireless water flood and gas leak
detectors, repeaters, HUB, and shutoff units that enable
the automated control of water and gas valves, all
unified under the Smart Home umbrella and designed to
avert water flooding, gas leakage and subsequent
damages, injury and financial losses. The Triple+ CLM
HUB serves as a Secure Gateway that ensures a secure
communication between the listed smart home
appliances and our proprietary cloud and mobile
application.

Triple+ CLM easily integrates into the Smart Home IoT
ecosystem, providing a unique cloud-based secure
platform for Water and Gas Leak Management.

Triple+ CLM is the most effective system in addressing
the root cause for water flooding huge damages, that is,
the length of time it takes to discover and stop the leak.
With Triple + CLMU you can reduce the damage by over
90%.
Triple +CLM is fitted in minutes with little to no
infrastructure changes.
Installing the system requires no electrician.
About us
Triple+ is an innovative and leading manufacturer and
marketer of products and services within the loT

(Internet of Things) arena. Triple+ offers solutions for
averting property damage, injury and financial losses due
to gas and water leaks.
Triplet+ broad product and service portfolio are designed
for use in commercial and residential environments.
The company's line of products, based on its own
proprietary technologies and know-how, includes
automatically shut off water and gas valves whenever
risky events such as leaks are detected or when people
leave buildings unattended.
Triple + helps home and office owners to increase
operational efficiencies, improve customer safety and
prevent damages.
When you invest in your water and gas infrastructure,
innovation really matters, from the products themselves
to the people behind them.
We offer solutions for the professional installers using
rock solid materials and ground-breaking technology. Our
team knows the industry inside and out, and provides
end-to-end services.
Key features

The smart move to prevent water leak damages: Triple+
CLM" line of products' competitive advantages and
strengths include:
• Wireless, battery powered shutoff valves and sensors
• Easy integration into the Smart Home and loT
ecosystem
• Robust, secured, always on, proprietary RF
communication layer
• Cloud-based secure platform for mobile Leak
Management
• Fully certified (FCC, IC, CE)
• No wire trenching
• Simple integration with alarm systems

Triple+ NWL is the ultimate, fully certified and most
affordable system in the world with regards to the
prevention of water damage. Up to 70% of water leakage
and damage in buildings stems from wear and tear,

frozen pipes, overflow, and careless administration of
water.
Billions are spent annually replacing carpets, flooring,
damage to computers, furniture etc. not to mention the
wastage of one of the most precious resources water,
The direct results is wastage and financial loss.
Insurance companies carry a huge financial burden
resulting from the repair and renovation of damaged
property. This in turn pushes consumer premiums even
higher.
Triple + NWL line of products includes innovative battery
operated and wireless flood detectors, repeaters, remote
control, and shut-off technologies that enable the
automated control of water valves. This serves to avert
water flooding and damages.

Triple+ NWL is the most effective system in addressing
the root cause for flooding huge damages, that is, the
length of time it takes to discover and stop the leak. With
Triple+ NWL you can reduce the damage by over 90%.
Triple+ NWL is fitted in minutes with little to no
infrastructure changes.
Installing the system requires no electrician.

Triple + is an innovative and leading manufacturer and
marketer of products and services within the loT
(Internet of Things) arena. Triple + offers solutions for
averting property damage, injury and financial losses due
to gas and water leaks.
Triple+ broad product and service portfolio are designed
for use in commercial and residential environments.
The company's line of products, based on its own
proprietary technologies and know-how, includes
automatically shut off water and gas valves whenever
risky events such as leaks are detected or when people
leave buildings unattended.
Triple + helps home and office owners to increase
operational efficiencies, improve customer safety and
prevent damages.
When you invest in your water and gas infrastructure,
innovation really matters, from the products themselves
to the people behind them,
We offer solutions for the professional installers using
rock solid materials and ground-breaking technology. Our

team knows the industry inside and out, and provides
end-to-end services.
Key features
The smart move to prevent water leak damages: Triple +
NWL line of products' competitive advantages and
strengths include:
+ Wireless, battery powered shutoff valves + Wireless
sensors
+ Robust, secured, always on, proprietary, RF
communication layer
+ Easy to install and maintain
+ Fully certified
+ No wire trenching
+ Simple integration with alarm systems

Call us for some more information (480) 969-7251
Footnotes
1. A more technical device can be added; that connects
to your smart phone for $55/month plus tax

